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drop the battle win the war that matters vanessa and luke

met in college young and ambitious they fell in love married

bought a house in the suburbs and created a perfect family

he worked tirelessly to advance his career so she could stay

home with the children and manage their busy household for

fifteen years they built a network of friends family traditions

and an amazing life together everything was going great until

it wasn t now they are facing a very painful divorce and a

custody battle over two children both parents adore family
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members friends and legal professionals everyone has an

opinion about how to come out on top in you don t have to

crush your ex lori bonnevier a clinical social worker and

seasoned child custody evaluator invites you to walk beside

vanessa and luke as they face challenges similar to yours

you will have the unique opportunity to make choices about

divorce your children and how to participate in a custody

evaluation to achieve the best outcome through this insightful

and witty choose your own outcome style story lori shares

her more than twenty years of trade secrets to help you

navigate the complex and often thorny experience of

participating in family law litigation by the end of the book you

will know how to present your best self to a child custody

evaluator protect your child s emotional health and well being

keep your sanity and thrive on the other side discern which

attorneys will hurt or help your efforts acquire resources to

manage specific challenges save your family time and money

this book is a must read for parents grandparents and

interested third parties involved in or headed toward a
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custody lawsuit over the children they love the choices we

make make us from parenting expert julie a ross and writer

judy corcoran comes the fully revised joint custody with a jerk

the highly praised guide to co parenting with an

uncooperative ex spouse now updated to provide real

solutions to tough family issues it s a fact that parenting is

hard enough in a family where two parents love and respect

each other after divorce when the respect has diminished and

the love has often turned to intense dislike co parenting can

be nearly impossible driving one or both parents to the brink

of insanity joint custody with a jerk offers many proven

communication techniques that help you deal with your

difficult ex husband or ex wife by outlining common problems

and teaching tools to examine your own role in these sticky

situations this book conveys strategies for effective mediation

that are easy to apply sensible timely and innovative this

revised edition of a bestselling classic sheds light on how

today s digital forms of communication can both hurt and help

in custody conflicts and offers updated information throughout
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that brings age old issues into the present day parenting is

difficult enough in a family where the two parents love and

respect each other in divorce where the respect has

diminished and the love has often turned into intense dislike

co parenting cane drive on or both parents to the brink of

insanity joint custody with a jerk offers many proven

communication techniques that will help you deal with your

difficult ex husband or ex wife by describing examples of

common problems and teaching you to examine your role in

these sticky situations these strategies for effective mediation

are easy to apply down to earth and innovative this

empowering guide is an inspirational roadmap for the millions

of men and women navigating a rocky relationship with a

former spouse while trying to maintain a healthy atmosphere

for their child topics include the 7 strategies for peace when

an ex refuses to change skills for taming former in laws ways

to help children cope with a difficult parent strategies and

alternatives for focusing anger how to avoid hot button issues

how to nudge an ex to change for the better ways to deal
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with children s questions and confusion the new partner s

role in the old partner s shadow this is the book for every

frustrated parent coming out of a divorce who needs support

in setting things right the healthy sensible and sane way

witnessing a woman go through divorce is like watching a

tornado tear up a trailer park not only is someone losing their

home and life as they know it but for most women it seems to

go down with some extra drama thrown in the mix this is

where the advice of authors holiday miller and valerie

shepherd two experts in all things divorce comes in handy

their unique friendship began after they had both married and

divorced the same man the ex wives guide to divorce was

born from this friendship with the goal to ease women s fears

save them money and give them a road map of what lies

ahead it will motivate women to get their head out of the

sand and build their future dream sand castle by themselves

sans prince charming divorce is painful heartbreaking and

pretty miserable for everyone involved while men tend to

champion the process most women collapse and become
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emotionally distracted miller and shepherd s experience is

while the husband is gathering ammunition with his high paid

attorney the wife is frantic and disorganized most likely

spending her energy on the phone with her best friend or

sister instead of preparing herself for the battle ahead this

helpful guide teaches women how to manage the business of

divorce in a focused realistic and organized manner miller

and shepherd aren t lawyers or psychologists but they ve

experienced the process first hand and offer advice on how

to build a support system and come out ahead this book

charges women to put their big girl panties on and maintain a

tenacious spirit while preparing and organizing for their

divorce a guide for divorced fathers grandparents and gay

partners who are looking to secure custody rights outlines

strategies for obtaining out of court settlements while

providing a resource list of helpful advocacy organizations in

a reference that also shares advice on how to select a lawyer

devise courtroom strategies and protect children from legal

fallout original this empowering guide is an inspirational
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roadmap for the millions of men and women navigating a

rocky relationship with a former spouse while trying to

maintain a healthy atmosphere for their child topics include

the 7 strategies for peace when an ex refuses to change

skills for taming former in laws ways to help children cope

with a difficult parent strategies and alternatives for focusing

anger how to avoid hot button issues how to nudge an ex to

change for the better ways to deal with children s questions

and confusion the new partner s role in the old partner s

shadow this is the book for every frustrated parent coming

out of a divorce who needs support in setting things right the

healthy sensible and sane way it is almost always in your

children s best interest to settle a case with or without

mediation rather than to litigate in court said judge stewart his

book fully clearly and concisely explains the process of court

child custody litigation it shows how custody decisions are

made what can be expected at each stage of the process

and how parents can insure that their abilities are clearly

presented to persons with influence over the custody decision
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it is intended to eliminate surprises that could lead to costly

mistakes along the way parents who settle custody disputes

out of court will not only save tens of thousands of dollars but

will have avoided the rancor and hostility of a custody trial

that makes future cooperation in raising the children almost

impossible with help from a capable and experienced

attorney this book will allow the reader to present her his

case for custody in its best possible light a must read for

divorcing parents custody evaluators family psychologists and

marriage and family therapists women are still discovering the

hard way just how difficult and unpredictable child custody

cases can be the first and most comprehensive book of its

kind this is a complete insider s guide filled with crucial

advice from judges lawyers therapists and mothers who have

experienced this challenging legal process it is designed for

women at every stage of divorce and covers a wide range of

legal strategies as well as financial and psychological issues

this updated edition describes how to use technology

advantageously and pitfalls to avoid as well as changes in
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interstate custody laws and essential topics such as choosing

a lawyer what to expect before and in court blended families

domestic violence risk factors for women what makes a

custody agreement good or bad dealing with your emotions

parental kidnapping cases an appendix of recommended

reading provides information on setting up joint custody

arrangements that benefit th child and parents and offers

advice on dealing with such issues as helping your child

adjust managing schedules school and money and

remarriage gives practical advice on enforcing divorce

settlements locating ex spouses modifying child support

agreements and changing or enforcing visitation and custody

rights whether assessing general family functioning or specific

areas of conflict professionals preparing child custody

evaluations require sound knowledge of three interrelated

fields up to date legal issues psychological findings and

forensic procedures this book covers these three essential

areas to walk readers through the evaluation process clearly

and concisely it further provides a unique combination of
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legal guidelines with social science research this book is a

combination of two previously published books by phil stahl

sage conducting child custody evaluations and complex

issues in child custody evaluations the book was written as a

guide to help students and practitioners walk through the

process of conducting a child custody evaluation a critical

skill for a variety of mental health practitioners the book will

cover the mental health expert s many possible roles as a

therapist mediator evaluator consultant to attorneys expert

witness and more it also address the best interest of the child

legal custody and time share divorce and its impact on

children and children s developmental needs the second part

takes a step by step approach on how to conduct the

evaluation including how to work with children and parents

psychological testing and writing up the report the final part

complex issues draws from the 1999 book and covers issues

such as domestic violence non violent high conflict homes

relocation special needs children substance abuse cultural

issues and the alienated child the author s writing style is
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friendly and easy to read making complex material easy to

comprehend and implement explores the advantages and

disadvantages of child custody arrangements including joint

custody sole custody and bird s nest custody almost

everyone is affected by divorce child rearing and support

andby the changing structure of the family in our society but

how many understand the issues and problems involved

around custody of children when families split up what is fair

and best for the child in this compelling expose the author of

three previous books journalist and lecturer susan crean

examines the controversial phenomenon of father s rights

and mandatory joint custody in the name of the fathers

provides indisputable evidence that much that is claimed as

just and equitable in the name of the fathers is in reality

concerned more with power than with the welfare of the

children involved life does not end at divorce as you begin to

pick up the pieces and work to move on with your life it can

be easy to forget that your children are going through

everything you are they need to be shown that they are not
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losing their parents and that they are still loved how to love

your kids more than you hate your ex will show you how to

rise above your own hardships and keep your focus on all the

wonderful things still in your life starting with the most

important your children covering topics from child support to

sharing custody to dealing with teenagers and new romances

for you and your ex how to love your kids more than you hate

your ex is a valuable resource and a much needed comfort

during what can be the most difficult and trying experience of

your life written in the voice of a caring friend offering helpful

advice and the occasional bit of tough love how to love your

kids more than you hate your ex contains both the

information and the support you need to keep your mind off

your divorce and onto your children a guide to surviving

divorce and separation by growing stronger as a family

parents and children both will benefit from the simple wisdom

and heartfelt strength contained in this touching little book

how to love your kids more than you hate your ex also

includes inspirational quotes and words of wisdom moving
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poetry on love and loss tips on how to speak to your children

after a divorce what boundaries to set for your ex and much

more fun informative and freeing how to love your kids more

than you hate your ex is a guide for parents who are looking

for answers after divorce both for them and for their children

seeking to help deal with the difficult emotional process of

divorce and establish the priority of loving their children how

to love your kids more than you hate your ex is more than a

book it s a way forward are you a man who still believes that

today s system of family law will guarantee you a fair and

amicable separation if you get divorced if so this book will

shatter your world the reality is that every day men scream of

discrimination at the hands of family law of being financially

extorted by our legal system to the point of poverty and being

routinely denied access to their children judges lawyers

politicians and even some ex wives scoff at this notion so

who s telling the truth but more importantly who s hiding it the

book winner take all lets you be the judge by giving you a

front row perspective into the actual divorces of three men
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walk with them on their journeys witness raw human emotion

bankruptcy attempted murder and much more with more

twists than a good murder mystery this is definitely family law

exposed as never before a powerfully written and emotionally

moving book which exposes the injustice pain and human

suffering that lies at the heart of our broken family law system

barbara kay columnist national post visit our website at

changefamilylaw com is your ex spouse trying to gain

custody of your kids has he or she launched a campaign to

make you look like a bad parent both in the eyes of your

children and the law you aren t alone unfortunately high

conflict custody battles are all too common in today s world

so how can you arm yourself with the mental and legal

resources needed to survive this difficult time and keep your

kids safe in the high conflict custody battle a team of legal

and psychology experts present a practical guidebook for

people like you who are engaged in a high conflict custody

battle if you are dealing with an overtly hostile inflammatory

deceitful or manipulative ex spouse you will learn how to find
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and work with an attorney and prepare for a custody

evaluation the book also provides helpful tips you can use to

defend yourself against false accusations and gives a realistic

portrayal of what to expect during a legal fight going through

a divorce is hard but going through a custody battle can feel

like war don t go in unprepared with this book as your guide

you will be able to navigate this difficult process and learn

powerful skills that will help you maintain a healthy

relationship with your kids fight unfair accusations and uphold

your rights as a parent lawyers recommend keeping track of

all interactions between parents don t let your ex control you

and protect your kids coping with divorce can be one of the

most stressful times of your life dealing with a high conflict ex

in court is very difficult especially if details of meetings are

confused it is recommended by lawyers and counselors to

keep a journal to track details pertaining to custody and

visitation you can show a pattern of abuse and disregarded

agreements which courts will pay attention to easily keep

track of all photos videos and witnesses to incidents that may
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occur being able to present in a concise manner will help

show your organization and there will be more trust put into

what you say in court keep track of everything you need for

the courts dates and times including the actual time the ex

arrived especially if late agreed meeting place details of what

was discussed names of any photos or videos taken all

details to help with co parenting and visitation parents with

mental health issues like narcissist and borderline personality

disorders can make your and your kids lives difficult when

you have to deal with a parent that causes problems because

of narcissist or borderline personality disorders it is difficult for

you to take care of your kids every time there is conflict it

raises stress and harms your kids lawyers don t want to deal

with someone that complains about the ex by keeping track

of a pattern of problems and showing that the ex doesn t

meet the agreements you can gain back control without

having details of a series of problems the court won t see

what the problem is using this journal you can help yourself

and your kids by gaining the control and power back that
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might otherwise be taken from you start today with gaining

your control and sanity back based on the survey responses

of more than 1100 fathers raising children alone after

separation or divorce cohen offers realistic advice on dealing

with the special problems faced by divorced parents who do

not have custody of their children and live in different cities or

states the clinician s guide to child custody evaluations third

edition is written by one of the leaders in the field it is as

essential to the subject of child custody as the stethoscope is

to medicine this edition an update of a classic is a must read

for everyone from the novice to the expert s expert leslie m

drozd phd editor journal of child custody a practical and

comprehensive guide for conducting child custody evaluations

clinician s guide to child custody evaluations addresses the

entire custody evaluation process from beginning to end this

new third edition reflects the abundant recent research in this

area including new evaluating and testing findings and new

ethical guidelines from the apa this edition also features fully

up to date coverage of important legal decisions affecting
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child custody with many chapters completely revised and

rewritten the third edition covers roles the mental health

practitioner can play and operate within the legal arena what

encompasses a custody evaluation ethical considerations and

responsibilities involved in custody disputes how to interview

make behavioral observations and collect collateral

information standards applicability and administration of tests

specialized child custody instruments such as the ackerman

schoendorf scales for parent evaluation of custody aspect

how divorce affect families evaluating parents behavior how

to prepare for the courtroom process maltreatment including

neglect abuse and domestic violence placement schedules

how to write reports draw conclusions and render opinions

each chapter ends with critical issues for the practitioner to

consider the accessible reference format provides a quick

review of relevant discussions in the text in addition this book

includes convenient guides to relevant legal terms documents

forms apa guidelines and codes of conduct based not only on

current research but also on the author s considerable
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experience with thousands of evaluations clinician s guide to

child custody evaluations is the definitive guide to this field for

students and practitioners protect yourself during your divorce

alleviate stress and take control of your divorce coping with

divorce can be an extremely stressful time in life if the

divorce is high conflict and involves children the stress can

be greater if you are trying to deal with a difficult or toxic ex

you may wonder what you can do to help alleviate this stress

many lawyers recommend tracking any meetings with the ex

this journal will help keep track of the pertinent details of

meetings with the ex especially when you need to exchange

the children inside you can record dates and times for future

meetings provide a record of meetings and any problems at

those meetings write down the actual time the ex arrived

keep track of changes made keep track of details of the

meeting catalog any video or pictures taken despite the

growing intolerance of domestic violence in our society family

courts around the world are granting abusers shared custody

of their children with their victims this growing trend is
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empowering abuser to gain back the power and control they

once had over their victims in their union by using the

children as the object of coercion ninety percent of victims

who have left their abusive relationship are now co parenting

with abuser and suffering emotional trauma all over again

until family court judges stop this practice this book hopes to

inspire victims to find their way through this rocky terrain as

best they can and stay sane in the process this book is the

experience of one woman s journey in co parenting with her

abuser powerful advice for you and your ex spouse on how

to reduce conflict and protect your children s well being by co

parenting you and your ex are struggling to be civil to each

other the conflicts could be damaging to your child dr farber a

clinical child psychologist on the clinical faculty of the george

washington university school of medicine has been in practice

for 30 years he knows what you re up against he writes

compassionately and insightfully about the concrete doable

steps you can take during and after divorce to still be the

best mom or the best dad you can be you don t have to like
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your ex but to co parent successfully you will still have to

deal with your ex dr farber helps you navigate the upheaval

with practical advice based on real families his book shows

you how to know what to say and not to say to your child

about separation divorce and co parenting cope with child

support and other money issues handle the holidays special

family occasions school sports and religion introduce your

child to a potential new partner co parent when an ex has a

personality disorder addiction problem or is a bully raise a

healthy child while co parenting dr farber s expert analysis

and counsel will show you how to use co parenting to turn

your broken marriage into a working divorce that supports the

emotional and developmental health of you and your child a

father going through a divorce is often faced with a wife and

a legal system bent on taking his children from him and

leaving him bankrupt in the process this book offers a father

s perspective on divorce and child custody and what it takes

to be successful in obtaining custody in the divorce process a

nationally endorsed book that offers positive approaches for
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fathers caught up in a brutal custody battle a 300 page

guidebook giving fathers 100 secret strategies for winning in

court fathers learn how to conduct themselves in mediation

deal with a difficult judge execute winning strategies master

skills of testifying handle setbacks adversity use court time

wisely skillful linguistic techniques recommended by attorneys

mediators fathers rights groups across the u s stocked by

ingram book co call our office for further questions 949 646

9842 this work represents a collection of the most pertinent

writing of the past fifteen years in the united states and

canada on the topic of lesbians and child custody articles

were selected on the basis of their relevance succinctness

and representativeness of the various aspects of child

custody involving lesbians some of the original psychological

studies comparing lesbian mothers to heterosexual mothers

were sacrificed in favor of the piece by patricia falk a

thorough review of the psychological literature for others the

length of the manuscript was prohibitive as was the case with

the thorough step by step lesbian mothers litigation manual
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by donna hitchens and roberta achtenberg of the national

center for lesbian rights the experience of becoming an ex is

common to most people in modern society unlike individuals

in earlier cultures who usually spent their entire lives in one

marriage one career one religion one geographic locality

people living in today s world tend to move in and out of

many roles in the course of a lifetime during the past decade

there has been persistent interest in these passages or

turning points but very little research has dealt with what it

means to leave behind a major role or incorporate it into a

new identity helen rose fuchs ebaugh s pathbreaking inquiry

into the phenomenon of becoming an ex reveals the

profundity of this basic aspect of establishing an identity in

contemporary life ebaugh is herself an ex having left the life

of a catholic nun to become a wife mother and professor of

sociology drawing on interviews with 185 people ebaugh

explores a wide range of role changes including ex convicts

ex alcoholics divorced people mothers without custody of

their children ex doctors ex cops retirees ex nuns and
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perhaps most dramatically transsexuals as this diverse

sample reveals ebaugh focuses on voluntary exits from

significant roles what emerges are common stages of the role

exit process from disillusionment with a particular identity to

searching for alternative roles to turning points that trigger a

final decision to exit and finally to the creation of an identify

as an ex becoming an ex is a challenging and influential

study that will be of great interest to sociologists mental

health counselors members of self help groups such as

alcoholics anonymous and parents without partners those in

corporate settings where turnover has widespread

implications for the organization and for anyone struggling

through a role exit who is trying to establish a new sense of

self drawing on the first comprehensive study in england and

wales to review the police custody process from the

perspective of children bevan traces the child s journey from

arrest through detention and interview to release or remand a

rights based approach is used to evaluate the effectiveness

of the protection under the present legal framework
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You Don't Have to Crush Your Ex

2021-12-05

drop the battle win the war that matters vanessa and luke

met in college young and ambitious they fell in love married

bought a house in the suburbs and created a perfect family

he worked tirelessly to advance his career so she could stay

home with the children and manage their busy household for

fifteen years they built a network of friends family traditions

and an amazing life together everything was going great until

it wasn t now they are facing a very painful divorce and a

custody battle over two children both parents adore family

members friends and legal professionals everyone has an

opinion about how to come out on top in you don t have to

crush your ex lori bonnevier a clinical social worker and

seasoned child custody evaluator invites you to walk beside

vanessa and luke as they face challenges similar to yours

you will have the unique opportunity to make choices about

divorce your children and how to participate in a custody
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evaluation to achieve the best outcome through this insightful

and witty choose your own outcome style story lori shares

her more than twenty years of trade secrets to help you

navigate the complex and often thorny experience of

participating in family law litigation by the end of the book you

will know how to present your best self to a child custody

evaluator protect your child s emotional health and well being

keep your sanity and thrive on the other side discern which

attorneys will hurt or help your efforts acquire resources to

manage specific challenges save your family time and money

this book is a must read for parents grandparents and

interested third parties involved in or headed toward a

custody lawsuit over the children they love the choices we

make make us

Joint Custody with a Jerk

2011-08-02

from parenting expert julie a ross and writer judy corcoran
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comes the fully revised joint custody with a jerk the highly

praised guide to co parenting with an uncooperative ex

spouse now updated to provide real solutions to tough family

issues it s a fact that parenting is hard enough in a family

where two parents love and respect each other after divorce

when the respect has diminished and the love has often

turned to intense dislike co parenting can be nearly

impossible driving one or both parents to the brink of insanity

joint custody with a jerk offers many proven communication

techniques that help you deal with your difficult ex husband

or ex wife by outlining common problems and teaching tools

to examine your own role in these sticky situations this book

conveys strategies for effective mediation that are easy to

apply sensible timely and innovative this revised edition of a

bestselling classic sheds light on how today s digital forms of

communication can both hurt and help in custody conflicts

and offers updated information throughout that brings age old

issues into the present day
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Joint Custody with a Jerk

1996-02-15

parenting is difficult enough in a family where the two parents

love and respect each other in divorce where the respect has

diminished and the love has often turned into intense dislike

co parenting cane drive on or both parents to the brink of

insanity joint custody with a jerk offers many proven

communication techniques that will help you deal with your

difficult ex husband or ex wife by describing examples of

common problems and teaching you to examine your role in

these sticky situations these strategies for effective mediation

are easy to apply down to earth and innovative

Joint Custody with a Jerk

1996

this empowering guide is an inspirational roadmap for the

millions of men and women navigating a rocky relationship
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with a former spouse while trying to maintain a healthy

atmosphere for their child topics include the 7 strategies for

peace when an ex refuses to change skills for taming former

in laws ways to help children cope with a difficult parent

strategies and alternatives for focusing anger how to avoid

hot button issues how to nudge an ex to change for the

better ways to deal with children s questions and confusion

the new partner s role in the old partner s shadow this is the

book for every frustrated parent coming out of a divorce who

needs support in setting things right the healthy sensible and

sane way

Custody Chaos, Personal Peace

2001-10-01

witnessing a woman go through divorce is like watching a

tornado tear up a trailer park not only is someone losing their

home and life as they know it but for most women it seems to

go down with some extra drama thrown in the mix this is
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where the advice of authors holiday miller and valerie

shepherd two experts in all things divorce comes in handy

their unique friendship began after they had both married and

divorced the same man the ex wives guide to divorce was

born from this friendship with the goal to ease women s fears

save them money and give them a road map of what lies

ahead it will motivate women to get their head out of the

sand and build their future dream sand castle by themselves

sans prince charming divorce is painful heartbreaking and

pretty miserable for everyone involved while men tend to

champion the process most women collapse and become

emotionally distracted miller and shepherd s experience is

while the husband is gathering ammunition with his high paid

attorney the wife is frantic and disorganized most likely

spending her energy on the phone with her best friend or

sister instead of preparing herself for the battle ahead this

helpful guide teaches women how to manage the business of

divorce in a focused realistic and organized manner miller

and shepherd aren t lawyers or psychologists but they ve
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experienced the process first hand and offer advice on how

to build a support system and come out ahead this book

charges women to put their big girl panties on and maintain a

tenacious spirit while preparing and organizing for their

divorce

The Ex-Wives' Guide to Divorce

2016-08-16

a guide for divorced fathers grandparents and gay partners

who are looking to secure custody rights outlines strategies

for obtaining out of court settlements while providing a

resource list of helpful advocacy organizations in a reference

that also shares advice on how to select a lawyer devise

courtroom strategies and protect children from legal fallout

original
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Solomon's Choice

2006-01-01

this empowering guide is an inspirational roadmap for the

millions of men and women navigating a rocky relationship

with a former spouse while trying to maintain a healthy

atmosphere for their child topics include the 7 strategies for

peace when an ex refuses to change skills for taming former

in laws ways to help children cope with a difficult parent

strategies and alternatives for focusing anger how to avoid

hot button issues how to nudge an ex to change for the

better ways to deal with children s questions and confusion

the new partner s role in the old partner s shadow this is the

book for every frustrated parent coming out of a divorce who

needs support in setting things right the healthy sensible and

sane way
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Custody Chaos, Personal Peace

2001-10-01

it is almost always in your children s best interest to settle a

case with or without mediation rather than to litigate in court

said judge stewart his book fully clearly and concisely

explains the process of court child custody litigation it shows

how custody decisions are made what can be expected at

each stage of the process and how parents can insure that

their abilities are clearly presented to persons with influence

over the custody decision it is intended to eliminate surprises

that could lead to costly mistakes along the way parents who

settle custody disputes out of court will not only save tens of

thousands of dollars but will have avoided the rancor and

hostility of a custody trial that makes future cooperation in

raising the children almost impossible with help from a

capable and experienced attorney this book will allow the

reader to present her his case for custody in its best possible

light a must read for divorcing parents custody evaluators
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family psychologists and marriage and family therapists

Child Custody

1982

women are still discovering the hard way just how difficult

and unpredictable child custody cases can be the first and

most comprehensive book of its kind this is a complete

insider s guide filled with crucial advice from judges lawyers

therapists and mothers who have experienced this

challenging legal process it is designed for women at every

stage of divorce and covers a wide range of legal strategies

as well as financial and psychological issues this updated

edition describes how to use technology advantageously and

pitfalls to avoid as well as changes in interstate custody laws

and essential topics such as choosing a lawyer what to

expect before and in court blended families domestic violence

risk factors for women what makes a custody agreement

good or bad dealing with your emotions parental kidnapping
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cases an appendix of recommended reading

The Child Custody Book

2000

provides information on setting up joint custody arrangements

that benefit th child and parents and offers advice on dealing

with such issues as helping your child adjust managing

schedules school and money and remarriage

What Every Woman Should Know About

Divorce and Custody (Rev)

2007-07-03

gives practical advice on enforcing divorce settlements

locating ex spouses modifying child support agreements and

changing or enforcing visitation and custody rights
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Sharing the Children

1988-05

whether assessing general family functioning or specific areas

of conflict professionals preparing child custody evaluations

require sound knowledge of three interrelated fields up to

date legal issues psychological findings and forensic

procedures this book covers these three essential areas to

walk readers through the evaluation process clearly and

concisely it further provides a unique combination of legal

guidelines with social science research

My Kids Don't Live with Me Anymore

1988

this book is a combination of two previously published books

by phil stahl sage conducting child custody evaluations and

complex issues in child custody evaluations the book was

written as a guide to help students and practitioners walk
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through the process of conducting a child custody evaluation

a critical skill for a variety of mental health practitioners the

book will cover the mental health expert s many possible

roles as a therapist mediator evaluator consultant to attorneys

expert witness and more it also address the best interest of

the child legal custody and time share divorce and its impact

on children and children s developmental needs the second

part takes a step by step approach on how to conduct the

evaluation including how to work with children and parents

psychological testing and writing up the report the final part

complex issues draws from the 1999 book and covers issues

such as domestic violence non violent high conflict homes

relocation special needs children substance abuse cultural

issues and the alienated child the author s writing style is

friendly and easy to read making complex material easy to

comprehend and implement
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Joint Custody (revised)

1991-03-06

explores the advantages and disadvantages of child custody

arrangements including joint custody sole custody and bird s

nest custody

The Ex-Factor

1987-06-01

almost everyone is affected by divorce child rearing and

support andby the changing structure of the family in our

society but how many understand the issues and problems

involved around custody of children when families split up

what is fair and best for the child in this compelling expose

the author of three previous books journalist and lecturer

susan crean examines the controversial phenomenon of

father s rights and mandatory joint custody in the name of the

fathers provides indisputable evidence that much that is
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claimed as just and equitable in the name of the fathers is in

reality concerned more with power than with the welfare of

the children involved

A Comprehensive Guide to Child Custody

Evaluations: Mental Health and Legal

Perspectives

2007-11-26

life does not end at divorce as you begin to pick up the

pieces and work to move on with your life it can be easy to

forget that your children are going through everything you are

they need to be shown that they are not losing their parents

and that they are still loved how to love your kids more than

you hate your ex will show you how to rise above your own

hardships and keep your focus on all the wonderful things still

in your life starting with the most important your children

covering topics from child support to sharing custody to
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dealing with teenagers and new romances for you and your

ex how to love your kids more than you hate your ex is a

valuable resource and a much needed comfort during what

can be the most difficult and trying experience of your life

written in the voice of a caring friend offering helpful advice

and the occasional bit of tough love how to love your kids

more than you hate your ex contains both the information and

the support you need to keep your mind off your divorce and

onto your children a guide to surviving divorce and separation

by growing stronger as a family parents and children both will

benefit from the simple wisdom and heartfelt strength

contained in this touching little book how to love your kids

more than you hate your ex also includes inspirational quotes

and words of wisdom moving poetry on love and loss tips on

how to speak to your children after a divorce what boundaries

to set for your ex and much more fun informative and freeing

how to love your kids more than you hate your ex is a guide

for parents who are looking for answers after divorce both for

them and for their children seeking to help deal with the
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difficult emotional process of divorce and establish the priority

of loving their children how to love your kids more than you

hate your ex is more than a book it s a way forward

Conducting Child Custody Evaluations

2010-08-12

are you a man who still believes that today s system of family

law will guarantee you a fair and amicable separation if you

get divorced if so this book will shatter your world the reality

is that every day men scream of discrimination at the hands

of family law of being financially extorted by our legal system

to the point of poverty and being routinely denied access to

their children judges lawyers politicians and even some ex

wives scoff at this notion so who s telling the truth but more

importantly who s hiding it the book winner take all lets you

be the judge by giving you a front row perspective into the

actual divorces of three men walk with them on their journeys

witness raw human emotion bankruptcy attempted murder
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and much more with more twists than a good murder mystery

this is definitely family law exposed as never before a

powerfully written and emotionally moving book which

exposes the injustice pain and human suffering that lies at

the heart of our broken family law system barbara kay

columnist national post visit our website at changefamilylaw

com

The Custody Solutions Sourcebook

1999

is your ex spouse trying to gain custody of your kids has he

or she launched a campaign to make you look like a bad

parent both in the eyes of your children and the law you aren

t alone unfortunately high conflict custody battles are all too

common in today s world so how can you arm yourself with

the mental and legal resources needed to survive this difficult

time and keep your kids safe in the high conflict custody

battle a team of legal and psychology experts present a
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practical guidebook for people like you who are engaged in a

high conflict custody battle if you are dealing with an overtly

hostile inflammatory deceitful or manipulative ex spouse you

will learn how to find and work with an attorney and prepare

for a custody evaluation the book also provides helpful tips

you can use to defend yourself against false accusations and

gives a realistic portrayal of what to expect during a legal

fight going through a divorce is hard but going through a

custody battle can feel like war don t go in unprepared with

this book as your guide you will be able to navigate this

difficult process and learn powerful skills that will help you

maintain a healthy relationship with your kids fight unfair

accusations and uphold your rights as a parent

In the Name of the Fathers

1988

lawyers recommend keeping track of all interactions between

parents don t let your ex control you and protect your kids
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coping with divorce can be one of the most stressful times of

your life dealing with a high conflict ex in court is very difficult

especially if details of meetings are confused it is

recommended by lawyers and counselors to keep a journal to

track details pertaining to custody and visitation you can

show a pattern of abuse and disregarded agreements which

courts will pay attention to easily keep track of all photos

videos and witnesses to incidents that may occur being able

to present in a concise manner will help show your

organization and there will be more trust put into what you

say in court keep track of everything you need for the courts

dates and times including the actual time the ex arrived

especially if late agreed meeting place details of what was

discussed names of any photos or videos taken all details to

help with co parenting and visitation parents with mental

health issues like narcissist and borderline personality

disorders can make your and your kids lives difficult when

you have to deal with a parent that causes problems because

of narcissist or borderline personality disorders it is difficult for
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you to take care of your kids every time there is conflict it

raises stress and harms your kids lawyers don t want to deal

with someone that complains about the ex by keeping track

of a pattern of problems and showing that the ex doesn t

meet the agreements you can gain back control without

having details of a series of problems the court won t see

what the problem is using this journal you can help yourself

and your kids by gaining the control and power back that

might otherwise be taken from you start today with gaining

your control and sanity back

Mothers Without Custody

1988

based on the survey responses of more than 1100 fathers

raising children alone after separation or divorce
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How to Love Your Kids More Than You

Hate Your Ex

2014-11-25

cohen offers realistic advice on dealing with the special

problems faced by divorced parents who do not have custody

of their children and live in different cities or states

Winner Take All

2010-03

the clinician s guide to child custody evaluations third edition

is written by one of the leaders in the field it is as essential to

the subject of child custody as the stethoscope is to medicine

this edition an update of a classic is a must read for everyone

from the novice to the expert s expert leslie m drozd phd

editor journal of child custody a practical and comprehensive

guide for conducting child custody evaluations clinician s
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guide to child custody evaluations addresses the entire

custody evaluation process from beginning to end this new

third edition reflects the abundant recent research in this area

including new evaluating and testing findings and new ethical

guidelines from the apa this edition also features fully up to

date coverage of important legal decisions affecting child

custody with many chapters completely revised and rewritten

the third edition covers roles the mental health practitioner

can play and operate within the legal arena what

encompasses a custody evaluation ethical considerations and

responsibilities involved in custody disputes how to interview

make behavioral observations and collect collateral

information standards applicability and administration of tests

specialized child custody instruments such as the ackerman

schoendorf scales for parent evaluation of custody aspect

how divorce affect families evaluating parents behavior how

to prepare for the courtroom process maltreatment including

neglect abuse and domestic violence placement schedules

how to write reports draw conclusions and render opinions
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each chapter ends with critical issues for the practitioner to

consider the accessible reference format provides a quick

review of relevant discussions in the text in addition this book

includes convenient guides to relevant legal terms documents

forms apa guidelines and codes of conduct based not only on

current research but also on the author s considerable

experience with thousands of evaluations clinician s guide to

child custody evaluations is the definitive guide to this field for

students and practitioners

The High-Conflict Custody Battle

2014-11-01

protect yourself during your divorce alleviate stress and take

control of your divorce coping with divorce can be an

extremely stressful time in life if the divorce is high conflict

and involves children the stress can be greater if you are

trying to deal with a difficult or toxic ex you may wonder what

you can do to help alleviate this stress many lawyers
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recommend tracking any meetings with the ex this journal will

help keep track of the pertinent details of meetings with the

ex especially when you need to exchange the children inside

you can record dates and times for future meetings provide a

record of meetings and any problems at those meetings write

down the actual time the ex arrived keep track of changes

made keep track of details of the meeting catalog any video

or pictures taken

Co-Parenting Journal

2018-06-08

despite the growing intolerance of domestic violence in our

society family courts around the world are granting abusers

shared custody of their children with their victims this growing

trend is empowering abuser to gain back the power and

control they once had over their victims in their union by

using the children as the object of coercion ninety percent of

victims who have left their abusive relationship are now co
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parenting with abuser and suffering emotional trauma all over

again until family court judges stop this practice this book

hopes to inspire victims to find their way through this rocky

terrain as best they can and stay sane in the process this

book is the experience of one woman s journey in co

parenting with her abuser

Single Fathers

1985

powerful advice for you and your ex spouse on how to

reduce conflict and protect your children s well being by co

parenting you and your ex are struggling to be civil to each

other the conflicts could be damaging to your child dr farber a

clinical child psychologist on the clinical faculty of the george

washington university school of medicine has been in practice

for 30 years he knows what you re up against he writes

compassionately and insightfully about the concrete doable

steps you can take during and after divorce to still be the
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best mom or the best dad you can be you don t have to like

your ex but to co parent successfully you will still have to

deal with your ex dr farber helps you navigate the upheaval

with practical advice based on real families his book shows

you how to know what to say and not to say to your child

about separation divorce and co parenting cope with child

support and other money issues handle the holidays special

family occasions school sports and religion introduce your

child to a potential new partner co parent when an ex has a

personality disorder addiction problem or is a bully raise a

healthy child while co parenting dr farber s expert analysis

and counsel will show you how to use co parenting to turn

your broken marriage into a working divorce that supports the

emotional and developmental health of you and your child

The Ex-factor

1986

a father going through a divorce is often faced with a wife
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and a legal system bent on taking his children from him and

leaving him bankrupt in the process this book offers a father

s perspective on divorce and child custody and what it takes

to be successful in obtaining custody in the divorce process

Long-distance Parenting

1989

a nationally endorsed book that offers positive approaches for

fathers caught up in a brutal custody battle a 300 page

guidebook giving fathers 100 secret strategies for winning in

court fathers learn how to conduct themselves in mediation

deal with a difficult judge execute winning strategies master

skills of testifying handle setbacks adversity use court time

wisely skillful linguistic techniques recommended by attorneys

mediators fathers rights groups across the u s stocked by

ingram book co call our office for further questions 949 646

9842
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Clinician's Guide to Child Custody

Evaluations

2006-02-02

this work represents a collection of the most pertinent writing

of the past fifteen years in the united states and canada on

the topic of lesbians and child custody articles were selected

on the basis of their relevance succinctness and

representativeness of the various aspects of child custody

involving lesbians some of the original psychological studies

comparing lesbian mothers to heterosexual mothers were

sacrificed in favor of the piece by patricia falk a thorough

review of the psychological literature for others the length of

the manuscript was prohibitive as was the case with the

thorough step by step lesbian mothers litigation manual by

donna hitchens and roberta achtenberg of the national center

for lesbian rights
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Divorce Tracking Journal

2016-09-28

the experience of becoming an ex is common to most people

in modern society unlike individuals in earlier cultures who

usually spent their entire lives in one marriage one career

one religion one geographic locality people living in today s

world tend to move in and out of many roles in the course of

a lifetime during the past decade there has been persistent

interest in these passages or turning points but very little

research has dealt with what it means to leave behind a

major role or incorporate it into a new identity helen rose

fuchs ebaugh s pathbreaking inquiry into the phenomenon of

becoming an ex reveals the profundity of this basic aspect of

establishing an identity in contemporary life ebaugh is herself

an ex having left the life of a catholic nun to become a wife

mother and professor of sociology drawing on interviews with

185 people ebaugh explores a wide range of role changes

including ex convicts ex alcoholics divorced people mothers
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without custody of their children ex doctors ex cops retirees

ex nuns and perhaps most dramatically transsexuals as this

diverse sample reveals ebaugh focuses on voluntary exits

from significant roles what emerges are common stages of

the role exit process from disillusionment with a particular

identity to searching for alternative roles to turning points that

trigger a final decision to exit and finally to the creation of an

identify as an ex becoming an ex is a challenging and

influential study that will be of great interest to sociologists

mental health counselors members of self help groups such

as alcoholics anonymous and parents without partners those

in corporate settings where turnover has widespread

implications for the organization and for anyone struggling

through a role exit who is trying to establish a new sense of

self

Women and Children Last

1996
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drawing on the first comprehensive study in england and

wales to review the police custody process from the

perspective of children bevan traces the child s journey from

arrest through detention and interview to release or remand a

rights based approach is used to evaluate the effectiveness

of the protection under the present legal framework

How to Co-Parent with an Abusive Ex

and Keep Your Sanity

2016-01-06

Raising the Kid You Love with the Ex You

Hate

2022-11
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The Fathers Guide to Custody and

Divorce

2013-11-01

Custody for Fathers

1999

Mediating Child Custody Disputes

1983

Lesbians & Child Custody

2021-04-14
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Becoming an Ex

2013-11-22

Children in the Crossfire

1983

Children in Police Custody

2024-01-04

The Pacific Reporter

1978
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